Mechanical stability of ordered droplet packings in microfluidic channels Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 244104 (2011) Numerical investigation and evaluation of optimum hydrodynamic performance of a horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbine J. Wind harvesting is fast becoming an important alternative source of energy. As wind farms become larger, they begin to attain scales at which two-way interactions with the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) must be taken into account. Several studies have shown that there is a quantifiable effect of wind farms on the local meteorology, mainly through changes in the land-atmosphere fluxes of heat and moisture. In particular, the observed trends suggest that wind farms increase fluxes at the surface and this could be due to increased turbulence in the wakes. Conversely, simulations and laboratory experiments show that underneath wind farms, the friction velocity is decreased due to extraction of momentum by the wind turbines, a factor that could decrease scalar fluxes at the surface. In order to study this issue in more detail, a suite of large eddy simulations of an infinite (fully developed) wind turbine array boundary layer, including scalar transport from the ground surface without stratification, is performed. Results show an overall increase in the scalar fluxes of about 10%-15% when wind turbines are present in the ABL, and that the increase does not strongly depend upon wind farm loading as described by the turbines' thrust coefficient and the wind turbines spacings. A single-column analysis including scalar transport shows that the presence of wind farms can be expected to increase slightly the scalar transport from the bottom surface and that this slight increase is due to a delicate balance between two strong opposing trends.
I. INTRODUCTION
As wind energy emerges as the fastest and most robustly growing form of renewable energy, wind farms are increasing in size and numbers. Large wind farms begin to attain scales at which interactions with the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) must be taken into account, not only in how the ABL wind affects power output but also how a wind farm affects the local meteorology and downstream wind farms. In pioneering work, Baidya-Roy et al. 1 numerically studied the potential impact of large wind farms on mesoscale ABL processes. Baidya-Roy and Traiteur 2 repeated such analysis using data obtained from the San Gorgonio Pass wind farm. Both analyses showed that due to an increase in turbulent mixing in the wind farm, the surface temperature was modified depending on the atmospheric stratification. The results suggested in general increasing surface fluxes due to the wind farm. Changes of surface latent heat fluxes (and of other scalars) due to wind farms is an important issue also for climate and weather simulations at larger scales. 3, 4 Recently, Calaf et al. 5 used more detailed large eddy simulations (LES) in a micrometeorological setting to study the momentum and kinetic energy fluxes taking place inside wind farms. Averages were performed over horizontal planes leading to vertical profiles of mean velocity, Reynolds stresses, and kinetic energy fluxes. The simulations show that a region of enhanced momentum transport is created above the wind turbine region (increased friction velocity), while a reduction of momentum flux (reduced friction velocity) occurs underneath the wind turbines. Similar trends were obtained in wind tunnel measurements. 6 As a consequence of these results, a new question is raised: Given that the momentum flux close to the ground has been shown to be attenuated, do the surface scalar fluxes decrease rather than increase, in the presence of wind turbines? The present paper attempts to shed light on this issue by performing LES of wind farms including scalar transport.
As further background, it can be recalled that from a mechanical perspective, much research has already been done on wind blade aerodynamics and single wind turbine optimization for maximal power extraction. 7, 8 Also, the wake structure of a single wind turbine is a fairly well explored topic, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] together with superposition effects of a finite number of wakes and their mutual interactions. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Pioneering works of Lissaman 26 and later Frandsen 25 led the way for understanding and modeling of an "infinite," or fully developed, array of wind turbines. The ABL across a landscape patch may be considered fully developed when the length of the patch is much larger than its height, 27 length ) 10 Â height. Therefore, wind farms greater than 10-20 km can be considered as approaching a fully developed regime, for a characteristic ABL height of 1 km. It is possible then to define a wind turbine array boundary layer (WTABL), where the flow is fully developed. Such a concept was implicitly assumed in the a)
Electronic mail: marc.calaf@epfl.ch. aforementioned simulations of Baidya-Roy et al., 1 Keith et al., 3 and Barrie and Kirk-Davidoff. 4 Both Keith et al. 3 and Barrie and Kirk-Davidoff 4 parameterized wind turbines by means of an induced surface roughness, with the assumption of "fully developed" flow being implicit due to their grid resolution. Baidya-Roy et al.
1 also used a mesoscale model with wind turbines being parameterized as a sink of energy and a source of turbulence. Therefore, the notion of a fully developed WTABL has gained interest from various points of view. The LES results of Calaf et al. 5 for a fully developed WTABL were analyzed to derive a new parameterization for the induced wind farm surface roughness, as a generalization of an earlier model by Frandsen 25 and Frandsen et al., 28 now including the additional mixing due to the wind turbine wake region. While evidently quite a bit of knowledge exists about wind farms, the aforementioned competing mechanisms determining whether wind farms increase or decrease surface fluxes of scalars remain to be addressed in detail.
As in Calaf et al., 5 the current study is based on LES. The LES code uses periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal directions allowing for a nominally infinite wind farm, consistent with the asymptotic regime of a fully developed WTABL. The simulation uses sufficient numerical resolution so that a coarse representation of individual wind turbine disks is possible. This allows us to carry out a detailed analysis of the scalar (heat) flux formation and interaction with wind turbines. Similar to Calaf et al., 5 the flow is driven by an imposed pressure gradient, and the vertical dimension of the domain (e.g., H ¼ 1000 m) is such to be representative of the ABL height. The use of pressure gradient forcing allows us to ensure that the mean flow is perpendicular to the wind turbine disk, and the notion of inner flow and outer flow separation allows us to assume that the results to be obtained will also be relevant to the more realistic scenario of flow driven by an external geostrophic wind (see discussion in the Appendix of Calaf et al. 5 ). In order to characterize scalar fluxes in response to various strengths of wind farm "loading," several different wind turbine parameters such as the thrust coefficient and the stream-wise and span-wise turbine spacings will be considered in a suite of LES cases. And, to first focus only on scalar transport without additional effects of buoyancy, in this paper, we consider the case of passive scalar in a neutral ABL.
The LES technique used is described in Sec. II, with the cases considered and parameters chosen for the simulations summarized in Sec. II C. Results are presented in Sec. III, where some representative instantaneous distributions are shown, together with mean velocity, total shear stress, and scalar flux profiles. The simulations are analyzed with the specific aim to determine whether surface scalar fluxes increase or decrease in the presence of wind farm and to identify any trends with respect to the wind farm parameters. In order to better understand the observed trends, a 1-D analysis of vertical scalar flux is performed in Sec. IV, following the approach in Calaf et al. 5 Results comparing this model and the LES results are presented in Sec. V. The conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.
II. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND CASES

A. Governing equations and LES code
Simulations of a pressure-gradient driven, fully developed boundary layer flow with a passive scalar are performed. The large eddy simulation code used in this study solves the nondimensional filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations with the continuity constraint for the momentum, and the advection-diffusion equation for the scalar field, h, i.e.,
(1)
with e u i and e h being the filtered velocity field and passive scalar field (e.g., temperature), respectively. Also,p Ã is the filtered modified pressure divided by density which is equal tõ p=q þ s kk =3 À p 1 =q. s ij is the trace free (s ij À d ij s kk /3) subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor that it is modeled using the Lagrangian scale-dependent model of Bou-Zeid et al. 29 Its trace (s kk /3) is included into the modified pressure, as is common practice in incompressible LES. Further, r i is the SGS flux of the scalar field which is modeled using a dynamic scale-dependent eddy-diffusion approach, similar to that used for the subgrid-scale stress term (its derivation is presented in the Appendix). Finally, f i models the effect of the wind turbines in the flow (see Sec. II B). Because we are considering an atmospheric flow and, therefore, the Reynolds number is high, the molecular viscous and diffusive effects are neglected.
Real ABL flows are driven by a geostrophic forcing, where the outer layer is affected by Coriolis accelerations, making the flow turn near the ground. For the sake of simplicity, we force a mean flow perpendicular to the wind turbine disks using an imposed pressure gradient, @ 1 p 1 , in the x 1 direction. However, the simulation results especially in the surface layer region can still be interpreted in the context of geostrophic wind forcing, as summarized in the Appendix of Calaf et al.
5
Following the approach of Moeng, 30 Albertson and Parlange, 27 Albertson and Parlange, 31 and Porté-Agel et al., 32 the numerical scheme solves the skew-symmetric form of the NS equation using a pseudo-spectral discretization in the horizontal directions and second order finite differences in the vertical direction. The second order accurate AdamsBashforth scheme is used for time advancement. Also, the non-linear convective terms in both the momentum and scalar equations are de-aliased with the 3/2 rule. 33 Message passing interface (MPI) is used to parallelize the code, and the (Fastest Fourier Transform in the West) FFTW library 34 is used for high performance fast Fourier transform evaluations.
At the top boundary, at height z ¼ H, a zero vertical velocity and zero shear stress boundary condition for the momentum, together with a small and constant vertical scalar derivative (dh/d(z/H)| top ¼ 6) are imposed. At the bottom surface, the wall stress is imposed using the standard log (Monin-Obukhov) similarity law
where the hat onû andv represents a local average obtained by filtering the LES velocity field with filter width 2D (see Bou-Zeid et al. 29 for more details about such filtering). These velocities are evaluated on the first gridpoint at a height 
where the empirical coefficient C * ¼ 4 is known from the prior literature, 28 and Ro h ¼ U G /(fz h ) is the hub-height Rossby number. Also, z 0,hi is the effective roughness length that will result from average behavior of the flow above the wind farm. Since for any given prescribed pressure gradient (or prescribed u *hi ), different wind farm arrangements will lead to different effective roughness z 0,hi (Ref. 5) , the ratio u *hi /U G will differ for each of the cases. Therefore, care must be taken to scale velocities with the variable that for a real wind farm would be "externally imposed," namely, the geostrophic wind U G . Specifically, velocities will be scaled with U G , as obtained using Eq. (7) for any given z 0,hi and specified value of the Rossby number. As a reference, in this paper, we use Ro h ¼ 1000, which corresponds to U G ¼ 10 m/s, z h ¼ 100 m and mid-latitude frequency of f ¼ 10 À4 s
À1
. Further, scalar fluxes arising in the simulations will be normalized with the geostrophic velocity U G and the scalar difference (h s À h 1 ). The scalar concentration ðh s À hðzÞÞ is normalized with the overall scalar difference (h s À h 1 ) across the entire domain at any given time, where h s is the fixed scalar at the surface and h 1 hðHÞ is the scalar value at the top of the domain. The latter value evolves slowly in time. Since each wind farm case mixes and entrains scalar at different time rates, it is important to normalize the heat flux at the surface with the overall scalar difference that drives the scalar flux at a given time in order to obtain values that can be compared across different cases.
B. Wind turbine model
The wind turbines are modeled through an actuator (drag) disk approach. This approach has already been used in past studies. 5, 36, 37 In particular, the detailed comparisons with wind tunnel data presented in Wu and Porté-Agel 38 show that except for the near-wake region, the drag disk approach yields a good degree of accuracy. The method is based on a drag force (F t ) acting in the stream-wise direction (x 1 ) according to
where C T is the thrust coefficient, D is the rotor diameter, and U 1 is an upstream (unperturbed) velocity. This is a good approach when one is modeling a single wind turbine 36, 37 and there are no other interacting bodies in the numerical domain that can make specification of U 1 ambiguous. When modeling wind farms, it is impossible to define an unperturbed upstream mean velocity since the upstream values are always affected by other upstream wind turbines. 39 It is thus more convenient to use the local velocity at the rotor disk U d . 5, 39 It can be related to an equivalent upstream unperturbed velocity through the actuator-disk theory
where a is the induction factor. 8 Also, instead of the local velocity at each grid-point, an average disk velocity 39 is needed for modeling the thrust forces acting on the fluid due to its interaction with the rotating blades. Therefore, in the LES, the local disk velocity is averaged over the disk and also over a short period of time ðh u T i d Þ, so that the thrust force is given by
where hi d means averaging over the rotor disk, and u T refers to averaging over a time-scale T. The disk averaged velocity is obtained by spatial averaging over all grid points inside the disk, and the temporal average is done using a one-sided exponential time-filter (first order relaxation process) over a time-period T, given in dimensionless form as Tu *hi /H ¼ 0.27. We also define
and we characterize the overall wind farm loading using the planform loading factor c ft ¼ pC T /(4s x s y ) or c 
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Large eddy simulation study of scalar transport Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) The total thrust force is distributed evenly across the various grid points that fall inside the wind turbine disk region. This region has a thickness of a grid cell in the stream-wise direction, and in the cross-vertical direction spans through different grid cells according to the wind turbine's diameter (D) and the hub (rotor disk center) location. The force is distributed over the different grid cells proportionally to its frontal area coinciding with the wind turbine's disk, i.e., c j,k DyDz, where c j,k is the fraction of area overlap between the cell at grid-point (j, k) (position y j , z k ) and the circle. For cells that are completely submerged inside the wind turbine's disk, c j,k ¼ 1. For cells that are fully outside the wind turbine's rotor disk, c j,k ¼ 0. And for those cells that partially overlap with the rotor disk, c j,k corresponds to a factor proportional to the overlapping area.
Finally, the thrust force per unit mass at position (x i , y j , z k ) is re-written as follows:
C. Suite of LES cases
In the simulations, the number of wind turbines (N t ), the distances among them (s x D and s y D), and the relative sparseness of their distribution (S/A ¼ 4s x s y /p), together with the thrust coefficient C Simulations are initialized with a vertical logarithmic profile with added random noise for theũ 1 component, and zero mean value with added random noise for components u 2 andũ 3 . The scalar field is also initialized with a logarithmic profile with added random noise. All cases are run for 58.5 non-dimensional time units (where the dimensionless time is in units of H=u Ãhi ). Statistics are accumulated over the last 18 non-dimensional time units. After the first 40.5 non-dimensional time units, the different cases converge and statistical stationarity is achieved for the momentum variables as well as for the scalar.
Although the size of the domain, and the number of wind turbines (e.g., 4 Â 6) in the simulation are not sufficient by themselves to allow a "fully developed" boundary layer to develop, the periodic boundary conditions and the long simulation times enable fully developed flow characteristics to be established. A sample of instantaneous contour plots is shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). They show dimensionless streamwise velocity ðũ=u Ãhi Þ and the passive scalar difference between the surface and hub-height normalized by the overall change in scalar across the boundary layer ððh s ÀhÞ=ðh s À h 1 ÞÞ, in the horizontal x-y plane. The plane cuts through the wind turbine centers, and the position and extents of the wind turbine disks are indicated with black lines. It is interesting to remark the different behavior between scalar and momentum. The stream-wise velocity correlates more strongly with the locations of the rotor disks, showing the localized wakes. The scalar field, not being directly affected by the presence of the rotors and only indirectly through the transporting velocity field, shows a less organized behavior. Although wake effects are less clear in the scalar field, the correlation between high and low speed channels with high and low scalar difference regions is also clearly visible.
III. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION RESULTS
In Figure 2 , the vertical profiles of the filtered mean stream-wise velocity normalized with the friction velocity u Ãhi (imposed through the fixed pressure gradient) are shown, for all cases. The symbol hi implies averaging over the horizontal directions. To simplify notation, the LES filtering "tilde" will be omitted from the indicated variables. Following the approach described in Calaf et al., 5 these results are used to determine the effective roughness height z 0,hi . Using the equation for the mean flow velocity u h i=u Ãhi ¼ 1=j lnðz=z 0;hi Þ and because of the good logarithmic behavior of the data above the wind turbines, the effective surface roughness can be obtained from a single point value of the mean velocity, e.g., at twice the hub height (z ¼ 2z h ) and using j ¼ 0.4,
Further, the numerical results initially normalized by u Ãhi are re-normalized by the factor u Ãhi =U G , computed using Eq. (7) for the fixed Ro h ¼ 1000. As consequence, the results can be compared meaningfully since they correspond to a common value of an imposed equivalent geostrophic wind velocity U G . Table II summarizes the measured values of the effective surface roughness z 0,hi for the different cases and the corresponding re-normalization factors computed using Eq. (7) using the measured z 0,hi . In Figure 3 , the vertical profiles of the filtered mean stream-wise velocity once renormalized with the geostrophic wind speed ðhũi=U G Þ are presented. The dotted straight line represents the theoretical logarithmic profile: u h i=U G ¼ ðu Ã =jU G Þ lnðz=z 0;lo Þ appropriate for the case without wind turbines, and the solid line with hollow circles shows the LES result for the case with no wind turbines. It matches well the theoretical logarithmic profile in the inner boundary layer, which extends up to slightly above the hub height (z/z h $ 1.5). When introducing wind turbines, the outer logarithmic profile is affected by a significant increase in u Ãhi (proportional to the slope of the logarithmic region above the wind turbines), since the mean velocity is normalized by the nominally imposed U G instead of friction velocity. The inner region of the profile below the wind turbine region is less perturbed, but a slight decrease in slope (proportional to u Ãlo ) is observed. By increasing the c ft parameter (first by increasing C T , and then by decreasing s x and s y ), the mean wind speed across the layers is reduced progressively. For cases A to G, the mean wind speed at hub height shows a rather constant decrease. But when increasing the load through a reduction of s x ,s y (cases E1-E3), the decrease of mean wind speed is much more pronounced (solid, dashed, and dotted-dashed lines in Figure 3) . Figure 4 shows vertical profiles of the total shear stress, s xz , defined as the sum of Reynolds, dispersive, and mean SGS stress, 5 
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Large eddy simulation study of scalar transport Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) where the dispersive stress arises due to the correlations among the spatially non-homogeneous mean horizontal and mean vertical velocity, 40 with u 00 and w 00 being defined as u À h ui and w À h wi. The shear stress profiles all show the expected linear behavior (balancing the constant imposed pressure gradient), until close to the top of the wind turbine region (delimited by the horizontal dotted lines, between z/z h ¼ 0.5 and z/z h ¼ 1.5). In this region, the drag due to the turbines begins to deplete the momentum fluxes until below the wind turbine region. Figure 4(a) shows the profiles for cases A to G, where the thrust coefficient is changed. A progressive increase in the shear stress at z/z h ¼ 1.5, right above the wind turbine disk, is observed. Conversely, a progressive decrease in the shear stress at z/z h ¼ 0.5, underneath the wind turbine disk, is also observed. This decrease is less noticeable than the increase above the wind-turbine region. A zoom in this region is presented on the right, top corner of the figure. Figure 4(b) shows the same profiles but for cases E and E1-E3. Relevant is the increase in the shear stress above the wind-turbine region for case E3. For these cases (E), the decrease in shear stress underneath the wind-turbine disk is more pronounced. From these plots, we obtain values for u Ãhi and u Ãlo as follows:
The two friction velocities, as well as their ratio, are shown in Figure 5 as function of the loading parameter c ft. The plot also shows a comparison with results from a 1D model (lines) to be reviewed in Sec. IV. The friction velocities are normalized with U G , obtained as before for each loading case by evaluating the effective roughness length z 0;hi from the LES and then replacing into Eq. (7) for Ro h ¼ 1000. As can be seen, as the loading increases, for a fixed imposed geostrophic velocity, the friction velocity above the wind farm increases significantly, whereas below the wind farm it decreases, by a relatively small amount. The ratio u Ãhi =u Ãlo is also of significance, and it is seen to increase with c ft .
Next, we present the vertical profiles for the scalar flux. The total flux (q(z)) is given by the sum of the Reynolds, dispersive, and SGS fluxes, i.e. q ¼ hw 0 h 0 i þ hw 00 h 00 i þ hr 3 i. At the surface, the flux is equal to the mean value of q s arising from the boundary condition as in Eq. (6) .
These are normalized with the geostrophic velocity U G (obtained as before) and the scalar difference between the surface and the top of the domain, (h s À h 1 ). At the surface, overall an increase of the scalar flux of about $10% can be observed for the cases with wind turbines as compared to the case without wind turbines. Figure 6(a) shows the profiles for cases A-G. A zoom-in from the lower region is presented on the top, right corner insert. There, a small increase in the scalar fluxes correlated with the increase in thrust coefficient can be observed. Similarly, Figure 6(b) shows the corresponding scalar flux profiles for cases E and E1-E3. Contrary to the momentum, the scalar flux increase occurs over the 
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Calaf, Parlange, and Meneveau Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) boundary layer at z < 5z h , without any sudden signature from the wind turbines in the scalar flux profiles. This illustrates the significantly different behaviors exhibited by the scalar and momentum fluxes. Clearly the Reynolds analogy does not hold, essentially due to the fact that the wind turbines affect the momentum and kinetic energy (a direct effect) very differently than they affect scalar fluxes (only indirect effects).
To quantify the effects of the increase in the scalar fluxes on the scalar profiles, we obtain the horizontally averaged scalar difference profiles, ðh s À h hiðzÞÞ=ðh s À h 1 Þ. These are presented in Figure 7 (a) for cases A to G and Figure 7 (b) for cases E and E1-E3. It is observed that in the presence of wind turbines, the scalar gradient close to the surface is accentuated. Induced by the increase of mixing, air with lower scalar concentration from the layer above the wind turbines is entrained downward. This induced change in the scalar vertical profiles is consistent with the increase in scalar fluxes.
Similar to Figure 5 , we plot in Figure 8 the ratio of scalar flux measured from the LES at some reference height above the wind turbines, say, z ¼ 1.5z h with and without wind turbines present, as function of loading parameter c ft. This plot illustrates more clearly that the scalar fluxes increase by about 10%-15% and depend rather weakly on loading parameter.
In Sec. IV, we discuss these results in the context of a simple 1D (column) model of the WTABL including scalar transport.
IV. SINGLE COLUMN MODELING OF THE WTABL
A. Double log-layer mean velocity distribution including wake layer In Calaf et al., 5 a new model describing the surface roughness induced by a large wind farm was introduced. The model follows the approach of Frandsen 25 and Frandsen et al. 28 based on log-layer profiles, above and below the wind turbine region. To obtain more accurate results, the approach also includes a wind turbine wake region, where increased mixing leads to flatter mean velocity profiles. Based on momentum balance for a fully developed ABL, Frandsen 25 and Frandsen et al. 28 derived an expression for the induced wind farm surface roughness length z 0;hi . They assumed the existence of two equilibrium logarithmic layers: one above the wind turbine array, characterized by an upper friction velocity (denoted as u Ãhi with "high" denoted by subscript "hi," as in Calaf et al. 5 ), and one below characterized by a second friction velocity u Ãlo ("low" denoted by subscript "lo"). Both logarithmic mean velocity profiles were assumed to meet at hub-height. Moreover, the momentum balance was used to relate the difference between the two momentum fluxes to the momentum loss in the wake region, due to the thrust on the wind turbines, according to FIG. 5 . Symbols: friction velocity ratios as function of loading coefficient. Lines: predictions of simple 1D model. 5 (a) Ratio u *hi /u *lo (see Eq. (23)); (b) u *hi /U G (see Eq. (7)) and (c) u *lo /U G (from (a) and (b)).
FIG. 6. Vertical profiles of the total passive scalar flux for wind farms with different loading coefficients. (a) shows the profiles for cases A to G, where only the thrust coefficient is changed. (b) shows the same profiles but for cases E and E1-E3, where the spacing s x , s y is changed. On the top, right corner insert in both plots, the lower 20% of the domain height is shown to examine the scalar flux profiles in more detail.
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In this expression, C T is the standard thrust coefficient, and the upstream velocity scale is taken to be the horizontal mean velocity at hub-height, h uiðz h Þ. The expression can be further simplified to read
where c ft ¼ pC T /(4s x s y ) as in Sec. III. Generalizing the approach of Frandsen 25 and Frandsen et al., 28 in Calaf et al., 5 three layers are assumed to exist. As in Frandsen 25 and Frandsen et al., 28 the first layer is a constant stress layer below the turbines, where the stress is u Ãlo 2 and the eddy-viscosity is jzu Ãlo (j is the von Kármán constant),
In the wind turbine region, it is assumed that another layer exists, 5 where increased eddy-mixing is induced due to the wakes. In this wake layer, the eddy-viscosity is increased from its baseline boundary layer value jzu * by an additional wake eddy-viscosity w
where
(see Calaf et al. 5 for details), and the friction velocity is taken as u Ã ¼ u Ãlo for z h À D/2 < z < z h and as u Ã ¼ u Ãhi for z h < z < z h þ D/2. The third layer is another constant stress layer above the turbine region z > z h þ D/2, where the stress is u Ãhi 2 , the eddy-viscosity is jzu Ãhi , and the velocity offset is described by an effective wind farm roughness length z 0;hi ,
Returning to the middle layer, integrating and matching mean velocities at
and 
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Calaf, Parlange, and Meneveau Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) where the exponent b ¼ Ã w =ð1 þ Ã w Þ is introduced to simplify the notation. 5 Equality of these two expressions at z ¼ z h enables us to derive the relationship between the two friction velocities in the form of
By substituting this relationship into the momentum balance (Eq. (17)) and replacing the mean velocity h uiðz h Þ with Eq. (22) evaluated at z ¼ z h , an equation for the effective roughness height is obtained, leading to the expression
For further details on the theoretical basis and mathematical development, see Calaf et al. 5 For a given geostrophic wind forcing velocity U G , the knowledge of the effective roughness z 0;hi enables the determination of the friction velocity u Ãhi based on Eq. (7).
B. Scalar distribution in single column model of the WTABL
In this section, the derivation follows the same steps as Sec. IV A, but now for the mean passive scalar field h averaged in horizontal directions. The main difference is that unlike for momentum, the wind turbines do not directly add or extract scalar fluxes (i.e., we assume wind turbines do not themselves cool or heat the air or absorb scalar concentrations, etc.). Another difference is that the turbulence diffusivity in the wake region may involve different turbulent Prandtl numbers as in the background unperturbed boundary layer flow.
From Monin-Obukhov similarity theory and eddydiffusion model, for an imposed scalar value at the surface of h s , the surface scalar flux q s in the atmospheric surface layer is related with the shear stress (friction velocity) at the surface, and the scalar gradient according to
where u * is the friction velocity and Pr T is the turbulent Prandtl number. Equation (25) yields a logarithmic scalar difference profile and relates the scalar flux to scalar concentrations at various heights. Now we consider the case without wind-turbines as a reference case and denote the corresponding scalar flux and other variables with a superscript 0. In particular, if we assume thathðH G Þ ¼ h 1 at the boundary layer height H G , for which we take the classical value H G ¼ expðÀjCÞ u Ã f , where C ¼ 4 and f ¼ 2Xsin/ is (as before) the Coriolis parameter, we can express a relationship between the overall scalar difference between the surface and above the boundary layer and the scalar flux q 0 s as follows:
Next, we consider the case with wind turbines, in which the eddy-diffusivities change according to which layer one is in, because the friction velocities change below and above the hub-height. In analogy with the momentum balance, we now assume that below the wind turbine area, the eddy diffusivity is given by jzu Ãlo ðPr WT T Þ À1 and thus
In the wind turbine region, it is assumed again that increased eddy-mixing is induced due to the wakes. In this layer, the eddy-diffusivity is increased from its baseline boundary layer value by the wake eddy-diffusivity ðPr
where as before,
. Again, the friction velocity is taken as u Ã ¼ u Ãlo
In the layer above the turbine region, z > z h þ D/2, there is no additional eddy-diffusivity due to wakes, but the relevant friction velocity is now u Ãhi . Then
and the constant of integration A is selected so that at the boundary layer height H WT G , the scalar equals the imposed scalar above the boundary layer, namely h hi (28) can be integrated between z h À D/2 and z h using u Ã ¼ u Ãlo , and between z h and z h þ D/2 using u Ã ¼ u Ãhi . Matching the solution with that of Eq. (29) at Large eddy simulation study of scalar transport Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) z ¼ z h þ D/2 leads to a relationship between the overall scalar difference and the scalar flux as follows:
In the integration process and as a first approximation, the parameter Pr WT T is considered constant with height. In the absence of wind turbines, we assume that the "unperturbed" friction velocity is u * .
Solving for the scalar flux with wind turbines and replacing H G in terms of the geostrophic quantities, H WT G ¼ expðÀjCÞðu Ãhi =f Þ, its ratio with the scalar flux without wind turbine becomes
Finally, everything is expressed in terms of the geostrophic wind velocity since this is the common driving force that sets the turbulence levels (friction velocities) u * and u Ãhi and u Ãlo in all cases. For this purpose, we use the approximation described in the Appendix of Calaf et al. 5 (for a discussion of its accuracy, about 7%, see discussion in Meyers and Meneveau
with C * ¼ 4.5. Using this expression with z 0 ¼ z 0,lo gives the unperturbed value of the friction velocity without wind turbines, u * . Using it with z 0 ¼ z 0,hi (determined using Eq. (24)) gives u *hi . As a result, the first ratio in Eq. (31) is
The last equation needed is the ratio of the two friction velocities u *hi /u *lo which is obtained from Eq. (23), where z 0,hi is determined as before using Eq. (24). The Prandtl number ratio is also an important variable for which we do not have an analytical expression. The relevance of this term and its value is discussed in Sec. V.
V. DISCUSSION: COMPARING LES WITH 1D WTABL MODEL
In this section, the ratios of scalar and momentum fluxes with and without wind turbines that were presented in Sec. IV B through Eqs. (31) and (33) are compared to the values obtained from the LES. Initial comparisons in which it was assumed that the ratio of Prandtl numbers is unity (i.e., Pr 0 T ¼ Pr WT T ) showed significant differences between model predictions and LES results. It was found that the reason for discrepancies could be traced directly to the behavior of the Prandtl number, which was found to differ significantly for the case with and without wind turbines.
The LES Prandtl number is obtained by computing the ratio of the total eddy-viscosity with the total eddydiffusivity. The first one results of dividing the total shear stress by the mean stream-wise velocity gradient, and the second one is computed by dividing the total scalar flux by the scalar gradient, namely
The results are shown in Figure 9 . As is shown in Figure 9 (a) (case E, as a representative example), the vertical profile of the ratio shows vertical variations especially in the wind turbine region. However, in developing the theoretical model, it was useful to assume a constant value. The dotted-dashed line represents an exponential fit to these values. Similarly, the hollow circles and the triangles represent the LES results at z/z h ¼ 2 and z/z h ¼ 3. As can be seen, the ratio tends to unity for diminishing wind-turbine loading conditions (c ft ! 0), but the results asymptote to different values at large loading depending on the height. From the vertical profiles (e.g., Figure 9 (a)), it is apparent that the region over which the Prandtl number is mostly constant is above the wind turbine region, at a height around z ¼ 2z h . Therefore, we use this height in choosing a representative ratio of Prandtl numbers.
The results from the LES are approximated by fitting exponential functions. The chosen exponential function is given by
with a ¼ 1.13, b ¼ 1.96, c ¼À0.13, and d ¼À148, for z/z h ¼ 2. The thick solid line in Figure 9 (b) shows the fit. Dashed and dotted-dashed lines show fits at the other two heights, although these are not used. At c ft ¼ 0, the fit yields unit ratio, as required for the case without wind turbines.
Having used the LES to parameterize the ratio of Prandtl numbers, the model predictions for the ratio of scalar fluxes can now be examined. Figure 10 shows (middle curves) the ratio of scalar fluxes predicted from the model (Eq. (31), dark solid line) and LES results (hollow triangles), as a function of c ft. The model shows that this ratio increases with increasing c ft up to a certain point, from which this ratio slightly decreases. Nevertheless, the ratio is always above 1, meaning that when there are wind turbines present, the scalar flux is increased no matter what is the loading of the wind farm. However, the increase is not large, smaller than 20%, typically around 15%. The LES results also showed an increase in the scalar flux ratio with increasing c ft up to a certain point and later decreases in qualitative agreement with the trends of the model. However, details of the two curves differ. For instance, the peak ratio occurs near c ft % 0.01 for the model, whereas it seems to occur close to c ft % 0.018 from the LES.
To asses the origin of these quantitative differences, each dominant term that occurs in Eq. (31) is analyzed separately. The first term of interest is the ratio u *hi /u * in Eq. (31) . It describes the increase of scalar flux due to the fact that the friction velocity above wind turbines will be increased as compared to the case without wind turbines, when the same geostrophic wind velocity U G forces the flow. The model's prediction for this term (Eq. (33)) is shown as dotted-dashed line. The circles show the ratio as determined from the LES, in which the friction velocity u *hi was already determined in Sec. III in terms of the total stress at height z h þ D/2. The agreement between model and simulation results is quite good over the entire range, in terms of overall trends, although the model over-predicts the ratio slightly. The largest discrepancies occur for the first three points at low c ft .
The remaining factor, containing the ratio of Prandtl numbers and the last term in Eq. (31) 
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Large eddy simulation study of scalar transport Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) region. As can be seen, the model captures the overall LES trends quite well, with some underestimation of the ratio. We can conclude that the model for the scalar flux in the presence of wind turbines predicts quite accurately the relatively small increase in the scalar flux observed in the LES results. However, the observed differences in the predicted ratio of scalar fluxes can be attributed mainly to the relatively small differences of model and LES values of the factor u *hi /u * for the first values (low c ft cases). This is further discussed in Sec. VI.
It is worth mentioning that when comparing the 1D-model against the LES results, having to fit the Prandtl number ratio is less than ideal, but up to date we were not successful at deriving the Prandtl number ratio from any theory. For this reason, the 1D model is also compared against the LES data when removing the effect of the Prandtl number ratio fit in Figure 11 . Figure 11(a) shows again the ratio of scalar fluxes. Now the vertical scale has a smaller range and, therefore, the differences between the analytical solution and the LES data are accentuated. Over the majority of the range, the difference is less than 10%, being close to ($13%) for the less loaded cases. Both the model and the LES data show an initial increase in the ratio of scalar fluxes with increasing c ft, then a slight decrease with loading. Figure 11(b) shows the same results but divided by the Prandtl number ratio in order to eliminate uncertainties associated with the empirical fit described above. As can be seen, without the effects of Prandtl numbers, the model and LES values show slightly improved agreement. Dividing this result now by the ratio u *hi /u * , the remaining expression represents purely the decreasing effects due to the wind turbine screening of momentum transport closest to the surface. As seen in Figure   11 (c), the agreement between the model and LES results is excellent. Defining as usual the friction scalar value according to h * ¼ q s /u * , we conclude that the ratio ðh Figure 5(c) shows the behavior of u *lo with increasing c ft. Friction velocities are now normalized by the driving velocity scale U G for meaningful comparison. Initially, for very small c ft coefficients, u *lo remains almost constant without much noticing the effects of the wind turbines. Then for c ft $ 0.002 and above, the wind turbines' effect is noticed leading to a decrease in u *lo reaching a maximum decrease of about 33% for c ft ¼ 0.057, compared with the friction velocity u * /U G without wind turbines (obtained from using the roughness length of the underlying surface, z 0,lo ). For the friction velocity above the wind turbines, Figure 5 (b) shows an increasing trend of u *hi with increasing c ft, where u *hi increases by almost $ 200% compared to the unloaded case without wind turbines. Note that this implies an increase of a factor of two for expected turbulence levels in the regions directly above the wind turbine area for highly loaded wind farms.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The present simulation study has focused on the "fully developed wind turbine-array boundary layer." This concept was recently studied in detail by Calaf et al. 5 and now has been used to study the influence of large arrays of wind turbines on scalar transport. A suite of large eddy simulations in which wind turbines are modeled using the classic "drag disk" concept has been performed in order to quantify the scalar fluxes across the boundary layer and the influence that different wind farm loadings can have on it. The focus of the present paper is on horizontally averaged statistics. The LES results show an increase of the scalar flux of approximately 10%-15% and only a relatively small dependence upon loading. It was observed that the ratio of scalar fluxes increases for small c ft values, but then the ratio slowly decreases with increasing loading. These trends are the result of two much larger trends that mostly cancel each other out: an increase of the friction velocity above the wind turbines and a decrease of friction velocity below the wind turbines.
Simulations have also been compared with a new "single column model" (1D) of the wind farm. The model is based on the description of the boundary layer including two logarithmic layers separated by a third layer, where additional mixing from the wind turbine wakes generates more blunt mean profiles, as introduced by Calaf et al. 5 There is overall reasonable agreement between the 1D model and the LES data, especially in terms of trends. In particular, there is excellent agreement between the LES data and the ratio ðh 
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Calaf, Parlange, and Meneveau Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) resistance, reducing the amount of scalar flux extracted from the ground, when the loading grows. Still, the increasing u *hi dominates slightly, thus increasing the overall scalar flux by about 10%-20%. The results of this study were obtained using LES with a "drag disk" model for reproducing the effects of wind turbines. More detailed modeling, including moving blades, etc., would be more accurate, but then covering the entire boundary layer with multiple wind turbines would not be practical, especially when wishing to compute a suite of different cases with varying parameters. Overall, we believe that the "drag disk" approach captures the main aspects of the wind-turbine boundary layer interactions at the scales of interest in this study. Another approximation used in this study is the pressure-gradient forcing, coupling the results with classic relationships for relating surface layer scales with the geostrophic range, following the discussion presented in the Appendix of Calaf et al. 5 The underlying assumption of "separation of scales" is used in which it is assumed that the "inner region" at scales comparable to z h and z 0,hi is not directly affected by Coriolis accelerations. This is not exactly valid as one may expect some effects from Ekman-layer "flow turning," etc. Finally, the current simulations and models do not include stratification effects. A systematic study of stratification effects on the WTABL, and how to appropriately include such effects in 1D column models, is left as a future task.
We remark that very recently, a new LES study by Lu and Porté-Agel 41 provides valuable insights into various combined effects, including high-resolution of the nearturbine flow features using actuator line model, and including Coriolis and stratification effects. Their results also show increased vertical mixing of heat induced by the wind turbine motions, but with the atmospheric stratification providing additional effects on heat transport. 
Above z(t 0 ) represents the previous positions of the fluid elements, and W(s) is an exponential relaxation function, the same as used for the momentum subgrid model in Bou-Zeid et al. 29 As a result of this type of time-weighting, one obtains simple relaxation transport equations for I KX and I XX , which after numerical discretization (using low-order but fast firstorder methods) can be written conveniently as The Lagrangian scale dependent sub-grid model for scalars is an adaptation of the original Lagrangian scale dependent subgrid model of Bou-Zeid et al. 29 to better account for the spatial and temporal variability of scalars. For further details on the conceptual basis of the technique, see Bou-Zeid et al. 
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Calaf, Parlange, and Meneveau Phys. Fluids 23, 126603 (2011) Figure 12(a) shows a vertical profile of the u h function for the case where there is no wind turbines, and Figure  12 (b) shows the scalar sub-grid coefficient. Both show the expected behavior. Figure 13 shows the relevance of using a fully dynamic SGS model for the scalar fluxes. A vertical profile of the subgrid Prandtl number is presented for various cases simulated. This is obtained by dividing the horizontal averages of the momentum and scalar sub-grid coefficients: Pr 2 jSjS ij ). As is apparent, the Prandtl number is not constant, especially close to the ground and in the wind turbine wake region. The solid line shows the case with no wind turbines for which the dynamically obtained SGS Prandtl number is between 0.55 and 0.6, i.e., similar to the normally assumed values. For the case with wind turbines, even the less loaded wind farm scenario (dashed line for the case with C 0 T ¼ 0:6), there is a noticeable effect due to wind turbines, with an increase in SGS Prandtl number. It implies that the SGS range of scales provide a larger increase in momentum mixing compared to scalar mixing. The increase of momentum mixing (more than scalar) in the wake of the wind turbines has a direct influence on Pr SGS T . This effect increases in magnitude as a function of the thrust coefficient.
